BIOS of PSYCHIC READERS
Spiritual Arts Fair – Unitarian Universalist Society May 4 & 5th, 2012

Attention! Appointments for readings or healing sessions must be made at the Registration Table at the Main Church Building on the day of the Fair only, where you will also pay $30 cash or check payable to UUSO. (UUSO Finance Officer is going to pay your practitioner) It is important that you hand your appointment card to your reader or healer at your appointed time. For app’ts at Olympia Brown House (OBH) enter through the R. side entrance & check in w/ volunteer staff at the desk.

FRIDAY: Readers: All located at the Olympia Brown House
Cindy Staffin – Psychic Medium
Lillian Browne- Tarot Card Readings
Cowboy Swami Shaman- Psychic Readings, Shamanic & laser healings
Phil Hosley – Hindu Astrology Readings (bring date & time of birth)
Patti Virasi – Tarot Card Readings
Sarah Smith – Intuitive Readings
Diana Friedell- Psychic Medium
Liz Keller- Psychic Pet Readings

SATURDAY READERS:
A.M Diana Friedell- Psychic Mediumship; PM- Cheryl DeDecker-
Hypnotherapy
Vicki Whitney- Tarot, psychic mediumship
Liz Keller- Psychic Pet Reader (bring photo of your pet)
John Naughton- Energy Works; Psychic Medium
Judi Jarvis- Psychic Drawings and Power Animal Drawings
Cowboy Swami Shaman – Psychic Readings, Shamanic & laser healings
Phil Hosley – Hindu Astrology Readings (bring date and time of birth)
Patti Virasi – Tarot Card Readings

Bios & Details on these practitioners Below in this 5 page document- as of 4-17-12, check in closer to the fair as there may be changes or additions:
Cowboy Swami Shaman: Psychic Readings, Blessings, Energy & Shamanic Healing, Laser Healings

Swamiji offers instant permanent blessings, energy & shamanic healings & psychic medium readings. If you are at a crossroads in life & want to know your life purpose, how to find your joy, or need blessings, healings for yourself or others, I can help you. The "Low-level Lasers" have thousands of scientific studies showing they help heal pain, heal/shift bronken bones, heal wounds, immune weakness, tooth/gum issues, nerves, emotional issues etc. and also help raise cosmic awareness. I used the Scalar Quantumwave, that uses a revolutionary neutral waves of energy. They are unified field energy which is a technically a non quantifiable state of energy which makes up the entire universe.

Cowboy Swami Shaman is the author of the Ayurveda Encyclopedia, and the Bhagavad Gita for Modern Times. Swamiji has been offering meditation and yoga for the past 35 years. He is the founder of the International Vedic Institute offering Ayurveda & Spiritual Guide certification, and courses in eco building and integrating spiritual teachings with daily life. Contact: 607-699-1569; Website: http://peaceandparadise.com; Ashram: http://SwamiNarayanTirtha.org

Lillian Brown: Psychic Readings (Friday night only)

Lillian provides psychic readings through the use of tarot cards, scrying and crystals. Her readings range from health related mysteries, location of missing persons, outcomes of court cases, communication with those who have passed into Spirit, as well as life path guidance. “My clients participate in each reading. Every reading is an opportunity to gain clarity and direction. I show people how to use different methods to develop skills to enhance their own intuition and psychic ability. We are all psychic. I show people how to tune in to those abilities and to test and trust themselves.”

Lillian Brown teaches classes on “How to Read Tarot” at Avalon Moon in Delhi, NY, where she also does readings. She has written articles on intuition for Healing Springs Journal in Saratoga, NY. Lillian regularly hosts psychic nights at various venues including the Andes Hotel, The O'Neill Shire Pub and Harmony Hill Retreat Center. She is also a founding member of Catskill Hauntings, a regional ghost hunting team, that blogs at www.catskillhauntings.blogspot.com. Her article “Delaware County Hauntings”, which portrays notorious unexplained happenings in Delaware County history, appeared in The Delaware County Times in October 2011. For app’t: 607-746-7389; www.avalonmoon.com.

Patricia A. Virasi: Tarot Readings

Patricia is an educator, counselor, and an intuitive healer. She has been working in the human services field for the last twenty-five years. During the last ten years she has transformed her own private practice to incorporate many of the intuitive arts. She is a Reiki Master/Teacher and also works with therapeutic oils and crystals. She has trained with Dr. Brian Weiss in past life regression. She also uses astrological charts as another tool for clients’ self-exploration. Her true passion and talent is as a dynamic group leader. She runs women’s groups for self-empowerment, groups of parents for education purposes, and works with
children with special gifts. She feels that it is within the power of groups that individuals do truly heal. They find connective support and strength in sharing their own personal experience. She facilitates workshops up and down the east coast and has participated in several Spiritual Arts Fairs in many different states. Contact: 774-454-1641. http://www.misspati.webs.com/

Sarah L Smith: Intuitive readings- Tarot Cards

Sarah uses her gifts as a lightworker to provide intuitive readings. Sarah practices a variety of methods and alternative card types to give spiritual feedback, suggestions, and interpretations of one’s life circumstances or posed question. Sarah has the ability to provide guidance from a clairvoyant perspective to assist in gaining clarity and direction. Sarah offers suggestions and insight for you to consider or paths for you to explore. Website: http://sarahlynn.intuitwebsites.com/services.htm; 315-243-3477

Liz Keller: Pet Readings (bring a picture of your pet, living or deceased, if you have it) Liz is the CEO of Glen Wild Animal Rescue Corp. based now in South Kortright, NY. Liz has been working for over 25 years in the animal welfare industry. Liz Keller and Glen Wild Animal Rescue received national attention when an abused puppy named Miracle came into Liz’s life seeking love and medical attention. Liz was able to connect with his Spirit energy, and along with help from many supporters, Miracle was able to recover. Miracle lives happily with Liz in their home in Delaware County. This lifetime of work has led Liz into the area of animal communication and Liz has been able to help many pet owners deal with behavior issues, the loss of their pet and has helped to make that Spirit connection for them by reuniting an owner with their past or present in spirit. You can reach Liz for a private appointment at 917-553-0591.

Cindy Staffin: Psychic Medium, Intuitive Energy Healing Practitioner, Reiki Master/Teacher, Reconnective Healing®, The Reconnection®, Paranormal Investigator

Cindy is a certified Intuitive Counselor and Healing Practitioner who has been using her abilities since childhood. She is passionate about empowerment and helping her clients remove blockages that are hindering their spiritual growth and physical well-being. Cindy teaches workshops and classes in Oneonta and surrounding areas and loves to entertain home groups with fun enlightening activities and readings. Visit Cindy at Transitions Boutique, 4 Dietz St., Oneonta NY 607-433-3600 or at 607-241-6437.
For more info visit Cindy’s website www.essentialawakening.com.

Vicki Whitney: Psychic Medium in the Binghamton, N.Y. area.

Vicki has had a gift of communicating with those that have crossed over since she was a little girl. Although she knew she was different, she did not know what a special gift she has. Vicki hears, sees, feels or smells. Whatever mode of communicating that Spirit wishes to use. Vicki has experience in comforting people before they cross over. Vicki has gone through many changes
in her life before she recognized what God has called her to do. Her Spiritual journey has been long but the rewards are great. Vicki is also a healer specializing in Reiki. Vicki does absentee Healings as well as hands on and will pray for those that request prayer. Vicki's readings are honest and given as the highest and the best. You will only hear the truth.

Bruce Lee is the author of the following quote and his words describe my personal feelings of who I am: "As long as I can remember I feel I have had this great creative and spiritual force within me that is greater than faith, greater than ambition, greater than confidence, greater than determination, greater than vision. It is all these combined. My brain becomes magnetized with this dominating force which I hold in my hand."

More Info on Vick at: http://spirituallight.webs.com; 607-760-7221

**John Naughton**, Certified Psychic Medium, from Colden, NY (Readings SAT. only, workshop FRIDAY on Meditation for Psychic Development - see workshop schedule.

As a Medium John is both a receiver and transmitter of Energy.

As a medium John can sense and hear your Spirit Guides, Ascended Masters, Angels and Loved Ones in the afterlife. Like most mediums John can then relay information to you from spirit.

As a receiver and transmitter of energy John can also receive ENERGY from your Spirit Guides, Ascended Masters and others in the afterlife and then transmit that ENERGY to you as a conduit between this physical world that we live in and the spirit worlds. This is according to your spirits intentions.

As a Psychic Medium John has developed the ability to channel energy through God’s ever loving grace. With the ability to channel energy John has delivered many messages and offered a wide range of Reiki Services. As a Reiki Master he has worked with long distance Reiki sessions as well as hands-on Reiki.

John passed his certification evaluation to be a Psychic and Medium at Lily Dale, NY. Also John is a certified Reiki Healer; John is available for Psychic Parties, Séances and Home Circles. Contact: 419-902-0564; Check out his website: www.EnergyWorks0fWNY.com or e-mail johnnaughton39@yahoo.com

**Diana Friedell**: Psychic Readings & Spiritual Mediumship (Fri. nite, Sat.10-1)

OBH (16 Ford) Minister’s Study- ground floor; Spirit Guide Workshop Sat. 4pm

Diana tunes into guidance for you regarding relationship, career, family, health or other issues of importance to you. Diana connects with your guides, or angels, and/or loved ones in spirit for the purpose of emotional healing or bringing unfinished business to a close.

Diana Friedell, Metaphysician, Minister, actress, and director, received her training in the Spiritualist tradition from Lily Dale, NY. She has been doing readings for ten years. Diana is a 2004 graduate of the School for Healing and Prophecy through Fellowships of the Spirit in Lily Dale. Diana was called to this work as a result of her search for spiritual meaning after her youngest son passed away tragically in 1994. Diana is available for private appointments,
energy healing, meditation classes, parties, phone readings and intuitive development classes- find her on the web at [www.tuningin-tuningup.com](http://www.tuningin-tuningup.com).

**Cheryl DeDecker: Individualized Hypnosis Sessions (Sat. 1-5 pm)**

*OBH (16 Ford) Minister’s Study- ground floor; Workshop Fri. @7pm; Sat @10am*

Learn how hypnosis will help you direct the subconscious part of the mind to bring about powerful life change. This change may include living a healthier lifestyle (living smoke free, making wise choices in nutrition and exercise, improving sleep, managing pain, reducing stress, overcoming fears, achieving life dreams) After discussing your goals for self-improvement or personal growth, Cheryl will provide a brief hypnosis session tailored to your needs.

Cheryl has a Master’s in Counseling Psychology and 20 years providing cognitive behavioral therapy. She made the shift to life coaching and hypnosis to help everyday people with everyday challenges. With her advanced training in hypnosis she is ready to help you achieve your dreams!

**Phil Hosley: Vedic Astrology Readings: (also workshop @11am Saturday)**

Vedic astrology is about 100,000 years old and the oldest branch of astrology known. This science has been mentioned in the Vedas and carried down through generations. Vedic Astrology uses a unique system of dasas and subdivisional charts that differ from Western Astrology. Past, Present future explained. In order for Phil to read your chart accurately, he needs your correct date, place and time of birth. So please bring to your appointment.

*Phil Hosley is 64 years old, father of three daughters, devotee of Maharashi Mahesh Yogi, 38 years meditating one hour per day, involved in study of Hindu spirituality, vedic astrology and all of the Vedas since 1973; He is currently a part-time Justice, Town of Oneonta.*

**Judi Jarvis: Psychic Drawing and Power Animal Drawings. SATURDAY ONLY**

*Psychic Drawings* are a picture of one’s soul. Shape, symbols and color come out in a drawing to form a message for you to use as a tool of healing, learning and understanding where you are on your individual life path.

*Power Animal Drawings* are based on the teachings of the Animal Kingdom. You become aware of your connection to the animals and nature and the power and wisdom of your role in the Great Mystery.

About Judy: I am a natural mystic who has had visionary experiences throughout my life. I am clairvoyant, psychic and have channeled the wisdom of the ancients, people who have passed on and spirits in nature. I have been doing psychic drawings since 1988. Contact Judy: private appointments @845-586-2330.